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Wee Lee started teaching English Language and Music in 1988 after graduating from the National University of Singapore with a Bachelor of Arts degree and the National Institute of Education (NIE) with a Diploma in Education (Merit). She has taught in her current school, Ngee Ann Secondary, since 2001.

Wee Lee is the level coordinator of the English Department and looks into reviews of the scheme of work with her team members, incorporating ICT ideas to enhance teaching and learning. She has led her team to create Webquest projects and podcasting assignments for students to direct their ICT skills toward language learning. She also heads the Speak Good English Movement in the school, which seeks to engage both students and staff in the use of Standard English.

Wee Lee has shared on ICT-enabled teaching and learning at the launch of the Centre of Excellence (English Language) in July 2011 and on service learning at NIE’s “International Character Development and Service Learning Conference” in 2009. In that year, she was also nominated for the national “Inspiring Teacher of English Award”.